
















SECRETARYS REPORT FOR THE ANNUAL GENERAL 

MEETING 2016 

NOTTS WEST BRANCH 

 

 

May I thank you all for attending our Annual General meeting this evening. 

 

Before beginning my report I would just like to say a few words on how sad we were to here 

of the death of Inspector Mike Reid who unfortunately lost his life in working for a job he 

loved. When saving the life of a sea bird in Cornwall he was washed into the Sea.  Inspector 

Ellis told me of the time he had been placed with Mike following his training and told me 

how strong and dedicated he was in Animal Welfare and he will be surely missed to the 

Charity. We wish to give his whole family our deepest sympathies.   

 

Over the previous year we have celebrated our ninetieth year of the Notts West Branch and I 

am sure we have seen many, many changes over these years and I would like to give my 

thoughts to the secretary in the past who had nothing but a pen and notebook to write down 

all the minutes and letters in his work for the Branch I can only admire how this was done as 

I switch of my computer.  

 

It has been another challenging year for the RSPCA at both National and Regional level. In 

the E1 Annual Branch report the Group alone shown 3,851 complaints were investigated and 

with collections of sick and injured animals including strays reaching a total of 3,066 I am 

sure we can all give our small collection of inspectors and animal collection officers our 

heartfelt thanks for all there work in these difficult times.   

 

Throughout the year we have continued with all our help in animal welfare and in veterinary 

help to many animals following injuries or sickness and also in privately boarding animals 

that have been abandoned and we will continue in our help towards rehoming these 

unfortunate animals. 

 

Throughout the year we have had discussions with Radcliffe Animal Shelter and have agreed 

to pay a large proportion of the costs for the Kennelling of animals brought into the Shelter 

from our Branch area.     

 

Prior to my last AGM report we were given the opportunity to buy our Charity Shops in 

Mansfield and have worked on this proposition for ahi philnumber of months. Following the 

intense work of our solicitors Elliot Mather who carried out this work free of charge we have 

at long last acquired them for a nominal fee and we became the owners in February.  

The charity shop has been a tremendous help to us in our work and in the amount of money 

we receive from the public and we find ourselves in a very favourable position we thank both 

our managers and volunteers who run the shop for all there help.   

 

Our membership as reported in the previous few years continues to decrease we now have 72 

members in our branch area. The junior membership also continues to fall, we do hope that 

this phase will end shortly and the number increases so that in future we have people who 

would be willing to become members of our aging committee. 

 

The spaying and neutering assistance scheme that we have carried out for many years 

continues to be very successful and many vouchers over the year have been given out to 



people in helping with the cost of a now expensive procedure and we will continue carrying 

out this work.  

 

I would like to give thanks to the Cats Protection charity who last year took away our need 

for giving out vouchers for the cat population which gave us more opportunity to help the 

other animals that need our help. 

The continued support from all our local vets helps us to continue our charity work and I 

would like to thank them all for sometimes going out of there comfort zone to help us in 

caring for the animals we send to them for there help. 

 

A number of people have helped over the year including Mathew Halfpenny who gave a 

donation to the Branch of £633 after writing a book about MTFC and giving the rewards to 

us thank you Mathew. 

 

In August we attended a 999 event organised by the fire Service in Clumber Park and I would 

like to say well done to all the committee members. We had a great day speaking to many 

people about there pets and giving out information. 

  

I would also like to give our many thanks to our Branch development Adviser Kim Forman 

who after one year has proven to us how lucky we are to have her in helping to solve a 

number of problems that always seem to arise, again many thanks Kim.  

 

To finish I would like to thank all the committee members for there work over the year and 

hope that we may continue.  

 


